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individual project: redraw an echo hello-world board, add (at least) a button and LED (with current-limiting resistor) check the design rules, 

make it, and test it extra credit: simulate its operation 

Eagle 

I used Eagle to design my PCB. First I downloaded fab-library from github. We also downloaded SparkFun just in case. 

http://fabacademy.org/2020/labs/oulu/students/anssi-heikkinen/index.html
http://fabacademy.org/2020/labs/oulu/students/anssi-heikkinen/aboutme.html
http://fabacademy.org/2020/labs/oulu/students/anssi-heikkinen/assignments.html
http://fabacademy.org/2020/labs/oulu/students/anssi-heikkinen/finalproject.html
https://gitlab.cba.mit.edu/pub/libraries/-/tree/master/eagle
https://github.com/sparkfun/SparkFun-Eagle-Libraries


 

It is easier to access libraries if they are unpacked to different than the default folder. I created folder straight under C that it is faster to access it. 

You can also set custom folders for other things such as projects. 



 



Every library is not on use by default. To activate library press small dot next to the name of library. Black means it is not activated and green 

when it is. 





 

We did not find part for ATTINY412 from fab-library. Because of this we started to search one from internet. We found one from SnapEDA. 

This one did not have a symbol so we created one. 

https://www.snapeda.com/home/


 

Next we set pin layout and generate part. 





 



After generating part it is time to download symbol and footprint. There is multiple file formats and for this case Eagle was right one. 

 



First parts need to be put on the schematic. Parts can be added by pressing Add part -button from ribbon on the left. First part added was FTDI 

SMD HEADER. 









 



Next we added 4 new parts. 

 



After adding parts they need to be connected with Net. Since board requires more than one VCC (Voltage Common Collector) and GND 

(Ground) it is faster to use copy -tool instead of adding new part. Copy can be accessed from ribbon on the left. After selecting tool it is required 

to press a part that needs to be copied and move it in to the wished position. 







 

Nextly added LED, resistor and switch button. Commented [AM1]: Next 



 

Netting all of the parts. Now it was time to generate board. This can be done by clicking pressing "Generate/switch to board" -button which can 

be found from menu above schematic. 
Commented [AM2]: Final schematic 



 

This is the board side of the Eagle. After inspecting the board we noticed that we had wrong version of ATTINY412 because pins were so tight 

compared to Neil's picture. 



 

Local instructor Antti found right version from another service. This service is called Componentsearchengine. 

http://componentsearchengine.com/


 

After changing ATTINY412 most of the nets had to be rerouted. Also moved parts a little bit to make it faster to read. 



 

I moved parts in to position which looked nice. After this I selected Route Airwire -tool and started to connect parts. 



 

Next created rectangle over the design and wrote "ripup gnd" to textfield. Commented [AM3]: GND to Name text field (ripup gnd 
unroutes gnd net) 







 

We changed clearance and supply settings from DRC-menu. All of the clearance were set to a 16mil and supply to 16mil aswell. Text on the 

airwire can be taken off by opening settings from the Options -drop down menu at the top of the Eagle window.  



 



We created a line next to the edge of the board. This line was created on milling layer which is layer 46. Line width can be set above the board. 

For this it was set to 40. 

 

I had few extra paths of airwire in my design. These were created by accident while routing. I used Delete -tool to these. 



 

Here is the final board with Ratsnest on. Commented [AM4]: GND copper pour 



 



File for traces created with mods. 

http://mods.cba.mit.edu/


 



File for outlines created with mods. 

Milling and soldering 

I used Roland SRM-20 to mill.  

http://mods.cba.mit.edu/


 



First I checked through used plates. I found one which had few markings but meassured that mine would fit inside of then. Again started by 

adding double sided tape on the other side. 



 



Traces were made with 0.2-0.5mm V-shape endmill. 





 

Set X/Y origin as close as possible to edge of board. After lowering endmill with my fingers to face of the board I set Z origin a little bit higher to 

check that everything is set correctly and lowered it from there. Commented [AM5]: gradually to find the correct milling 
depth that corresponds the tool width used in mods.  



 

Here are traces. For outline we use different endmill so I changed it. 



 



Milling outline. 



 



It was time to collect all the components and put the board together. 

 

It is ready to be programmed. 



Programming 

I had Arduino and addons ready for this task. First I programmed with programmer we created at week4. Commented [AM6]: Explain the testing of the board with 
PuTTY 
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